In the study of the decay of a heavy scalar particle at rest in the Yukawa model at the one and two loop level, it is shown explicitly that naive light-cone quantization leads to a violation of rotational invariance. Noncovariant counterterms are constructed in detail to restore Lorentz covxiance. An analysis of surface and zero mode contributions clxifies the origin of the problem.
Introduction
Light-cone quantization might be a very valuable tool toward a better understanding of the strong interaction. The main advantages of the formalism are the simple vacuum structure, the manifest boost invariance in the z-direction and the Hamiltonian formulation that leads to a very physical approach to field theory.
One of the major disadvantages of the formalism1 (as for any Hamiltonian form of dynamics) is its non-manifest Lorentz invariance (here, rotational invariance). Being not manifestly Lorentz covarkmt one still expects that physical observables (S-matrix elements) exhibit the full Lorentz covaria.nce of the underlying Lagrangian. Since the verification of Lorentz covariance of the S-matrix in a noncovariant formalism is in general ra,ther tedious, it has become common practice to simply assume covariance of the S-matrix in na.ive light-cone quantization& This paper deals with the problem of Lorentz covaria.nce (in particular, rotational invariance) in light-cone quantization.
A powerful test of rotationa. inva.riance is given by examining the angular distribution of the decay products of a hea.vy scalar particle at rest, such as CT--+ f5;. (14 Starting out with the light-cone qua.ntized Yukawa model3 fz = f(iB -??7.) f + $(O + X2)4 + -Jf$, (14 we note that aay deviation from a, uniform ff distribution in physical S-matrix elements would indicate a serious violation of rotational invariance.
.-This paper investiga.tes the decay (1.1) at the one and two loop level. A discussion beyond one loop is important in order to decide whether self-induced inertia terms: which naturally arise from normal ordering of the Hamiltonian, could cure the problem. Violations at higher loops would mean, in particular, that any clever arrangement of self-induced inertia terms cannot restore a covariant answer for physical S-matrix elements, since self-induced inertias are of second order in the coupling.
We demonstrate an alternative treatment by adding counterterms to the Lagrangian respecting only those symmetries, which are manifestly preserved on the light-cone, i.e., transverse rotations and boosts along the z-axis. The goal of this paper is to construct them explicitly and show how rotational invariance can be restored for physical S-matrix elements. To complete the discussion, in Section 4
we address the question of why light-cone quantization leads to incorrect results, if naively applied.
Breakdown of Covariance at the One Loop

Level and addition of Noncovariant Counterterms
We begin our considerations with the deca.y of a scalar particle into a fermion antifermion pa.ir CY + jf at tree level. The corresponding matrix element squared is (see Fig.1 At the one loop level the set of dia.grams in Fig.2 contributes to the decay. Note that to order y4 only interference terms between one-loop and tree level diagrams contribute. As an example we calcula.te the contribution from interference between a boson-exchange graph and the tree gra.ph (see Fig.3 and describe a scalar at rest, i.e. Ps = P-a.nd P_L = 0 , the answer is supposed to be the same for both of them, unless rotational invariance is broken.
For the asymmetry r, i.e. the result of the numerical integration for the difference of set (I) and set(I1) , in in terms of we find r = 0.02~. That mea.ns rotational invariance is broken for physical S-matrix elements at the one loop level. In Appendix A we give details of this calculation.
In particular it is shown there that the piece which violates rotational invariance comes from the instantaneous contribution in the external self-energy diagrams shown in Fig.4 .
In order to keep our discussion as clear as To write this in a more compact form, we define the q+ and q' independent function
Discarding odd terms in gl , which do not contribute to the integral, we obtain I = (2.14)
A similar calculation for the dia.gram that correspond to the anti fermion selfenergy, yields 
Breakdown of Covariance at the Two Loop Level
In this section it is shown that violations of rotational invariance in the lightcone formulation are not restricted to the one loop level. This statement is correct even if the one loop subdivergences are treated covariantly.
In order to constrain the number of dia.grams that contribute to the S-matrix, we introduce a second fermion fla.vor a.nd bosons, which change isospin, into the 2+1 dimensional Yukawa model. However a.11 couplings at fermion-boson vertices are assigned differently, so that isospin symmetry is broken. The new interaction
Lagrangian is
In this two-flavor model only the rainbow self-energy ( Sm, d2)rn are one and two loop mass counterterms respectively.
As in Section 2, we consider the instantaneous contribution to the self-energy diagrams in Fig.7 separately from the rest. Table 1 shows the result of the numerical integration for both sets of momenta in (2.7). As in the one loop case, rotational invariance is violated for the instantaneous contribution to the external self-energy diagrams.
The ladder vertex contributions yield the 6 time-orderings shown in Fig.6 . The result of the numerical integration is given in Table 2 .
Thus the ladder diagrams appear to be rotationally invariant by themselves, and a possible cancellation of the noncovariant terms in the self-energy diagram cannot occur. Details of this calcula.tion a.re given in Appendix B.l"
In the remainder of this section we want to demonstrate that the breakdown of covariance, as in the one loop case, can be cured by an appropriate renormalization of m, and m. Since the calculation is similar to that of the one-loop case, we restrict ourselves to an illustration of this procedure.
We start out with the ma.trix element in Fig.8 in two loops. In Appendix C it is shown that the two loop self-energy I,,If contains a noncovariant piece proportional to Cy+/p+ ( see also ref.
3), where C is independent of the incoming fermion momentum." Thus, after on-shell mass renormalization, one finds 
Surface and Zero Mode Contributions
In the previous sections we have discussed the breakdown of rotational invariance in light-cone quantization and described a way to cure the problem by adding noncovariant counterterms. In order to make the discussion more complete, we will investigate in this section the question of why rotational invariance is broken if light-cone quantization is applied na.ively. The conclusion will be that naive light-cone quantization omits important surface and zero mode contributions.
We start our discussion with the 12 + 1 loop self-energy diagram in 
Surnnmry and Conclusions
We have shown that naive light-cone quantization leads to a violation of rotational invariance in physical S-matrix elements. To do this we investigated the decay of a heavy scalar particle at rest and observed a deviation from a uniform distribution of its decay products. The aaalysis shows that the effect is not restricted to one loop. Following the general arguments of Section 4 one expects a violation at any order in perturbation theory.
At the one and two loop level, we explicitely show that the problem can be cured by tuning the vertex mass na, differently from the kinetic mass m. This procedure corresponds to adding noncova,riant counterterms, which preserve only the kinematic light-cone symmetries. That requires an additional renormalization condition, compared to a, manifestly covaria.nt theory.
is obvious in this case. Once the a.dditional counterterm is fixed the statement of renormalizability requires that all processes can be evaluated to the same order 24 in perturbation theory23without encountering any further violations. To complete our discussion, we investigated the question of why light-cone quantization goes wrong if it is not applied carefully enough. We found that nonvanishing surface with pl = 0, p + = 1 for the initial fermion. Note that it does not matter whether the instantaneous contribution is included or not, since it is kl independent and therefore gives a vanishing contribution in dimensional regularization.
Performing steps similar to those taken before one finds where Table 3 shows the result for the numerica. integration. The result is that rotational to the good component (7-p:) 26 and covariance is achieved by construction.
The one loop mass correction 6772 is given by
The last two terms of Eq.(B.l) correspond to the two loop mass correction S(2)m.
Note that they are defined quasi-loca.1, i.e. the SC") m-subtraction occurs already at the integrands before integration. This makes the expression suitable for numerical integration.
The instanta.neous self-energy contribution can be obtained by subtracting a similar expression like Eq. (B. 1)from Ira;nbo.w, where py is set on mass shell. The two loop vertex correction is computed in a similar way. 
where E is some constant. In the beginning of this appendix we ra.ised the hope that SUSY theories are free of the zero mode problem. Unfortuna.tely this turned out to be false as Eq.
(D.9) shows. This means that if one want to use SUSY theories as a regulator for other theories one still has to preregula,te them in such a way that there are no noncovariant terms or use some other technique (e.g. noncovariant counterterms) to compensate for AE. This might limit the practical use of SUSY regulators in light-cone quantization considerably. TABLE CAPTIONS 1: Self-energy contribution to ~7 + f7 in two loops. a:! describes the contribution from the instantaneous diagrams (Fig.7) , which violate rotational invariance. al is the result of the numerical integration of the residual selfenergy diagrams.
2: Result of the numerical integration of the ladder vertex correction to 0 + f7 (Fig.6) . A rotational invariant answer is obtained for both sets Table 2 I :
.-Set 01
(I) 0.04s* 0.2 * 1o-4
(II) 0.285f 0.6 * lo-' Table 3 6-91 > ------ 
